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RESPONSE OF HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
TO COMMIISSION'S QUESTIONS IN CLI-00-12

By Memorandum and Order, CLI-00-12, dated July 7, 2000 (the "Order"), the

Commission requested that Intervenors, Eastern Navajo Dine Against Uranium Mining

("ENDAUM") and Southwest Research and Information Center ("SRIC"), licensee,

Hydro Resources, Inc. ("HRI"), and Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Staff

("Staff') answer the following questions:

(1) Did the Presiding Officer rely upon a current valid aquifer exemption or UIC
permit for any of his technical groundwater filings?

(2) If so, would any of these findings be undermined if Section 8 ultimately were
found conclusively to fall within "Indian Country" and thus within the
jurisdiction of the federal UIC program?

(3) Was it even necessary for the Presiding Officer to address whether the HRI
project would comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act?

(4) What practical effect does the Tenth Circuit's decision have upon HRI's
schedule or plans for mining Section 8?

HRI respectfully responds as follows:

(1) Did the Presiding Officer rely upon a current valid aquifer exemption or UIC

permit for any of his technical groundwater findings?
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The Presiding Officer's Partial Initial Determination Concluding Phase I, LBP-

99-30, devotes approximately 45 pages (see LBP-99-30 at 7-52) to discussion and

analysis of the "Groundwater Concern." Id. at 7. Over these 45 pages, the Presiding

Officer, aided by Special Assistant Robin Brett, takes pains to assess and compare the

testimony offered by twelve experts, as well as numerous treatises, articles and exhibits.

Id. at 7-52. The Presiding Officer discusses, at length, the geological, hydrological, and

chemical properties of the aquifer and the effects those properties can be expected to have

on the quality of groundwater in the aquifer and its amenability to restoration. Id. at 8-

49. At the very end of this discussion (id. at 49-51), the Presiding Officer addresses

Intervenors' allegation that HRI's project will violate the Safe Drinking Water Act

(SDWA). Id. at 49. Summarizing the detailed review of the geological, hydrological,

and chemical factors examined over the preceding 42 pages (id. at 49-50), the Presiding

Officer states

For these reasons I conclude that HRI's project does not violate the SDWA at
Church Rock Section 8, nor has there been a showing that the license should be
invalidated because of a serious problem under the SDWA at Crownpoint.

In reaching this conclusion, I note again that the portion of the aquifer in which
the Church Rock ore is found has been exempted ....

Id. at 51 (emphasis added; italics in original). The detailed explanation of the technical

groundwater findings and the Presiding Officer's characterization of the manner in which

he reached those findings both make clear that he did not rely primarily on the aquifer

exemption or underground injection control (UIC) permit to arrive at his findings.

Even if the Presiding Officer had relied upon the aquifer exemption or UIC permit

in reaching his groundwater findings, nothing in the Tenth Circuit decision and nothing in
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the record from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 9 raises any question

regarding the technical validity of the existing aquifer exemption. Regardless of the

jurisdictional dispute (i.e., between the State of New Mexico and Region 9 regarding

SDWA jurisdiction over Section 8), the aquifer exemption was granted based on EPA

Region 6's finding that the technical criteria for an aquifer exemption (which have

nothing at all to do with "indian country" legal disputes) were satisfied.

(2) If so, would any of these findings be undermined if Section 8 ultimately were

found conclusively to fall within "Indian country" and thus within the

jurisdiction of the federal UIC program?

As set forth in response to the Commission's question (1), above, HRI submits

that the Presiding Officer's technical groundwater findings, including his findings

regarding the hydrological properties of the aquifer, the pre-existing or background water

quality of groundwater at the site, the feasibility of groundwater restoration, and the

| EPA's criteria for exempting certain aquifers from SDWA requirements are set forth at 40 CFR § 146A.
That regulation provides, in pertinent part,

An aquifer or a portion thereof which meets the criteria for an "underground source of
drinking water" in § 146.3 may be determined under 40 CFR 144.8 to be an "exempted aquifer" if
it meets the following criteria:

(a) It does not currently serve as a source of drinking water; and
(b) It cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of drinking water because:
(1) It is mineral, hydrocarbon or geothermal energy producing, or can be demonstrated

by a permit applicant as part of a permit application for a Class H or m operation to
contain minerals or hydrocarbons that considering their quantity and location are
expected to be commercially producible."

EPA granted the aquifer exemption for Section 8 because it satisfied the above noted criteria in (a) and
(b)(1). These facts will not change whether jurisdiction ultimately is determined to lie with EPA or the
State. The section 8 portion of the aquifer so exempted is, in fact, not a suitable source of drinking water
now (because the minerals in question, (uranium and associated naturally occurring radionuclides radium
and radon) are present in concentrations that are orders of magnitude above existing or proposed SDWA
limits and will remain so even after successful restoration is completed.
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suitability of the Westwater aquifer for ISL mining, are not affected by the jurisdictional

dispute over the UIC program.

Assuming, arguend , that Section 8 is determined to be within the jurisdiction of

the federal UIC program, this means only that HRI must seek its underground injection

control (UIC) permit from the EPA rather than from the New Mexico Environment

Department ("NMED"). Inasmuch as EPA Region 6 had, prior to the onset of the

jurisdictional dispute over Section 8, already granted an aquifer exemption for Section 82

as an amendment to NMED's SDWA delegation, it is not clear that the aquifer exemption

has been affected in any way by the jurisdictional dispute.3

Whatever the resolution of this jurisdictional dispute, its impact would appear to

be limited to determining the appropriate regulatory entity to whom HRI must apply for

its UIC permit for Section 8. Again, this jurisdictional dispute has no bearing on the

technical validity of the Presiding Officer's groundwater findings.

(3) Was it even necessary for the Presiding Officer to address whether the HRI

project would comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act?

2 As noted in the Tenth Circuit's opinion, 'Although EPA Region 6 is generally responsible for supervising
New Mexico's UIC program, under an internal EPA three-region agreement, EPA Region 9 is responsible
for the federal UIC program for the Navajo Nation." 198 F 3d at 1233. This does not necessarily mean
that an EPA finding regarding an aquifer exemption is affected by the jurisdictional dispute in the same
manner that a UIC permit would be.

3 This outcome is made more likely in light of the Navajo Nation's recent policy on in situ leach mining on
Navajo Nation lands. By resolution dated January 19, 2000, the Resources Committee of the Navajo
Nation Council provided guidance for acceptable in situ leach mining activities on Navajo land and stated
that the Navajo Nation Minerals Department and Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency "shall
rely on federal regulators to protect the health, welfare, and safety of the Navajo people on uranium
solution extraction activities within the Navajo Nation .. .." Thus, while this could someday change, the
Navajo Nation apparently is content to leave environmental protection and public health and safety issues
associated with in situ mining to the EPA and NRC. A copy of the resolution is attached. It is worth
mentioning also that on the basis of the same criteria set forth above, EPA Region 9 has granted an aquifer
exemption for in situ leach copper mine employing sulfuric acid as a lixiviant. This exemption was granted
for an aquifer within three miles of the drinking water supply for Florence, Arizona.
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The SDWA is administered by EPA and, as the name suggests, the statute is

intended to ensure the safety and continued quality of the nation's drinking water

aquifers. Part C of the SDWA established UIC program to provide safeguards so that

injection wells do not endanger current and future underground sources of drinking water

("USDW`).' Pursuant to its authority under SDWA, EPA promulgated regulations which

define five classes of wells according to the type of waste injected and where the waste is

injected. See 40 C.F.R. § 144.6. Of particular relevance here is the regulation governing

Class HI wells. A Class III well is defined as follows:

Wells which inject for extraction of minerals including:

(1) Mining for sulfur by the Frasch process;
(2) In situ production of uranium or other metals; this
category includes only in situ production from ore bodies
which have not been conventionally mined.

40 C.F.R § 146.5.

As noted above, the UIC program regulations, at 40 CFR §144.3, also provide for

exempting aquifers from the definition of USDW, so that injection can occur. The UIC

regulations, at 40 CFR §§144.7 and 146.4 define and provide criteria for exempting

aquifers.

As discussed above, regardless of how the dispute between EPA and NMED

ultimately is resolved, it will be up to the appropriate environmental regulatory body (i.e.,

EPA or NMED) rather than the NRC to determine HRI's compliance SDWA regulatory

requirements.

4The Tenth Circuit opinion prompting the Commission's inquiries herein (Hydro Resources, Inc. v. EPA,
198 F.3d 1224 (10" Cir. 2000), rehearing en banc denied, No. 97-9566 (Mar. 30,2000), contains an
informative outline of the structure and purposes of the Safe Drinking Water Act. See 198 F.3d at 1232 -
1234.
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NRC is responsible for ensuring that NRC-issued licenses do not compromise

public health and safety and for determining that NRC licensees are in compliance with

the terms and conditions of their licenses. HRI's license, at LC 9.14, mandates that,

"(P)rior to injection of lixiviant, the licensee shall obtain all necessary permits and

licenses from the appropriate regulatory authorities." Thus, as a condition of the license,

NRC will be required to determine that HRI possesses all necessary permits before ISL

mining can commence. HRI must have an aquifer exemption and a UIC permit before

injection activities can begin at Section 8 or it will be in violation of EPA or NMED

regulations. Questions regarding HRJ's SDWA compliance or the propriety of a UIC

permit or aquifer exemption are not within the NRC's jurisdiction.

(4) What practical effect does the Tenth Circuit's decision have upon HRI's

schedule or plans for mining Section 8?

As discussed in response to question 3, above, HRI's license requires that HRI

possess all necessary permits and licenses before it may commence ISL mining at the

site. Thus, HRI cannot go forward with mining on Section 8 until any jurisdictional

dispute and accompanying uncertainty regarding the status of HRI's UIC permit and, if

relevant, its aquifer exemption is resolved.

The "practical effect" of the Tenth Circuit's decision on HRI's plans for mining

Section 8 likely are minimal or nonexistent. HRI has stated, in multiple filings and

public pronouncements before the Commission and before the Presiding Officer, that it

will not commence ISL mining on Section 8 (the first part of the Crownpoint Uranium

Project to be mined under HRI's license) until the market price for uranium justifies the

effort and expense required to extract and process the uranium. Because the market price
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for uranium is substantially less than HRI's floor price5 and appears unlikely to increase

significantly in the near term, HRI has no current schedule for commencing operation.

HRI expects that the aforereferenced jurisdictional dispute and associated uncertainty

regarding the UIC permit and aquifer exemption will be resolved before uranium markets

recover sufficiently to justify going forward with the project. Thus, HRI expects the

Tenth Circuit decision to have no practical effect on HRI's plans or schedules.

Respectfully submitted this 9 h day of August, 2000.

SHAW PITTMAN

Anthony J. ThompsoA/
Frederick S. Phillips
David C. Lashway
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-1128
Tel.: (202) 663-8000
Fax: (202) 663-8007

ON BEHALF OF HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.

P.O. Box 15910
Rio Rancho, New Mexico 87174

5 The current market price for uranium is approximately $8.05 per pound; HRI's production costs are
approximately S11-13 per pound.
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Hopi Legal Services
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RESOLUTION
OF THE RESOURCES COMMI4TTEE

Or THE NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL

Approving the Navajo Nation Policy bn Uraniwum Solution
Extractieft Activities on the Navajo Nation

WHEREAS:

1.. Pursuant to 2 N.K.C. 6 691, the Resources Com-n~ittee of
the Nav~ajo Nation Council is established and continued as a
Stnding cozmmittee Of the Navajo Nation Council; and

2. Pursuant to 2 N.N.C. 1 69S. the purpose of the Resources
Ccm:-Aittee is to insure the optiinuA utilization of all resources of
the Navajo Nation and to proteez the rights. interest and freedom
of the Navajo people to such resources. Pursuant to 2 N.K.C. I £9S
(A), the Resources Coft~ittse in authorized to adopt resolutions.
regulation; or policies that shall be necessary, and proper for
car.-eing into execution its powers and authorities; and

Pursuazt to 2 N. .S £995 CS) (7), tWu ohee
Conmcdtiee is authorized to ov-*rzaa and regulate al:. acttvities
within the Navajo Nation lands including actions which may involve
disposition or acquisition of resources, surf ace disturbance or
alteration of the natural state of the resources. The Resources
Corvndtteb is further autrorizei by 2 X.R.C. I 695 CB) (12) to
establish the Navajo Nation policy with respect to the. optimum
utilization of all resources, including the authority to initiate
and require studies of the natural resources for the protection and
efficient utilization, management, adminijtration and enhancer~eat
of such resources and to approve consultants for such studiesi and

4. By an Executive Order in 19922. President Zah executed a
moratorium on uranium mining activities on the Wavajo Nation as
Xcllows:

in 1963. tha Navajo Nation announced the policy that a
moratorium shall be placed on all uranium mining
activities on Navajo lands until such a time that the
Navajo people are assured that the hazards associated
with uranium zmining activities can be addressed and
resolved. Uranium tmining and related activities on
Navajo lands huve created health hazards to livestock~ ar.4
bwnan beings and have contraninated ground and water to
the detriment of the Wavz~o veovle. To this dey, th2
Navajo Ration is working* with the United States
government ta clean up tb-e harmfful residue cr p~
uranium mining activity and to address the harmful
effects caused by anposuue to radiation which have
created suffering and hardship for -any Navajo families.
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Goal 6 of the President's Energy policy for the Navajo
Nation (January 1392) states that energy development
shall "Protect a~nd enhance the quality of the
environment, and respect and preserve Navajo cultural
valuac". The President's Energy Policy further states:
"The Navajo Nation *hall not approve any exploration.
development, mining, milling. or transportation of
uraniwn ore wi~thin the jurisdiction 'of the Navajo Nation
unless and until the responsible party is able to certify
and prove that the propoied activities will not
contribute directly or indirectly to any further
radioactive or heavy metal contamination of Navajo air,
water. soil, vegetation. wildlfle, or livestock,"

Therefore, i~n order to further establish and continue the
policy of -the Navajo Nation and In the best interests of
the Navajo people, I hereby iasue this Executive Order to
reiterate ozd formally rscogniza that a moratorium is
placed on uranium mining activity until such a time that
the Navajo people can be assured that all safety, and
health hazards i-slated to much activity can be addressed
and resolved.

5. The Resources Committe3e hag reviewed the methods o
urarnium extraction, both conventional opez pit and undergrou a
mining, including the moderm in-situ leach method. The Resources
Comnittee finds that oIP.. pit and underground mining methods are
not economically feasible today and that these methods caused
significant waste and taill tailings that are not associated with
in-situ netbod. It is a fact that underground uranium mining
caused exposure to radiation to underground miners which created,..--.
suffering and hardship for many Navajo families; and

6. The pUrposa of the Executive Order of 1992, which placed
a moratorium an uranium extraction, was to prevent and elizrinate
.harmful open pit and underground uranium extraction methods an the
Navajo Nation. TX& RMsourceu Committee will not at this time
consider uranium extraction for open pit and underground mining'
methods. The Resources Cormmittee will require studies of the
uranium ore deposit within the Navajo Nation for the protection and
efficient utilization# management, administration. and enhancement
of such resources. Currentlys, the Navajo Nation has not adopted a
policy, by a legislative body having oversight matter, about how to
specifically handle uranium solution extraction methods on the
NavaJo Nation: and

7. Title 18 Navajo Natica Code, Sections 601-854, sets forth
procedures for the escploraticn, extraction, processing or other
development for oil and gas, u1raniuat, coal, geotboxrmal. or other
energy or non-euervy mineral resources. By the adoption of.
e"vironmental and health laws, the !lavajo Nation has assured that
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oil. arid gas, uraniuLm, coal, geothermal, or other energy or non-
energy mineral resources production end related activities en
N~avajo lands protect Naajo air, water, soil, vegetation, wildlife,
or livestock, as followss

(a) The NavaJo Nation Solid Waste Code, 14 W.H.C. I 101 et
seq.:

(b) The N~ava~jo Nat-on Pesticide kct, 14 N.N.C. S 301 et seq.;
(cl The Navajo mine Lands Rec2.Aj~ation Code, 14 N.N.C. 5 501

et seq.1
(d) The Navajo E~nergy Development Administration, 14 IZ.H.C.

S 701 at. seq.1
(el The Navajo Nation Environmental Poicy Act, 14 U.N.C. f

901 et seq.t
(f) The Navajo nation Air Pollution Prevention and Contro.l

Act-, 14 N.K.C. I 1101,ot seq.,t
(g) The Navajo Nationi Safe Drinking Water Act, 22 NJ(.C. S

2501 et seq.:
(b) The Navajo Nation Polluts-nt DiSCharge Elimination Systenm

Act, C.7A-l6m96. - N.K.C. I ______ and

S. :a 1992 wthen tte morz-eci.um was excecuted, ~z of the
laws mentioned abevs were not Vat: approved. Currently. ;ho Navajo
Nationi has approved mamy envirori2ental and health laws and
regulation to £afeguasrd against the contaminat~ion of Navajo air,
water. soil, vegetation, wildlife or livestock. The Navajo Nation
continues to approve now- laws at now extraction technologies are
developed. The Nava~c'Nacion must coordinate tasks with federal
regualatcrs and state regulation to protect. the health, welfare and
saftt&y of the Navajo people when dealing with oil and gas# uranium,
coal, geothermawl. r ot~her energy or non.-energy mineral resources
development and related activities an Navajo lands.

NOW THEnrORiE BE IT RESOLVED THAT a

1. The ilescojrcez Commnitt-va of the Navajo Nation Council,
pursuant to its authorities delineated iL 2 U.N.C. I COS et seq.,
hereby approves; the Navajo H~at.- in I'o: cy" on Uranium Solutzoan
Exctraction as followag

a. A Uranium Extraction Permit shall be recoamuended by the
Director of the Havajo Nation Minerals Depaxtment when
the Hinarals "!epartme.nt biretctr determinez that hazLrds
associated wida, urani-.i. zolutioni extraction activity &re
addressed anid resolved pursuant to Navajo Nation laws anid
regulations.

~. The birecter of the ?;avajo4 Nation Minerals Department
shall recc-uend the issuanice of a Uranium Solutiz-A
Exctraction P~rmit when a covpany has certifiled that the
proposed activities will aot contribuze directly c:
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indirectly to any radioactive or heavy mnetal
contamination of Navajo air# water. soil. vegetations
wildlife, or livestock.

C. The fResources Comndttee of the Navajo Nation Council
shall consider a Uranium Solution Extraction Fomilt, upon
the reconmmendation of the Navajo Nation Minerals
pepartments-when all safety and health hazards related to
suich activity are addressed and resolved.

4. Prior to the issuance of A Uranium Solution Extraction
Permit, the Director of the Navajo Nation Min~erals
Departzment and the Director of the Navajo Environmental
protection Agency shall obtain a concurrent
.recommendation on the application for uranium solution
extraction activity fro~m the United States Nuclear
~eGrulatory Co~mihsian.

a. The applicazt or responsible party shall certify that
excploration, development. solution extraction or
transportation of uranium ore will not contrkbute to
centaninaticn of Navajo air. water, soil, vegetation or
1lives tock.

f. Akn Environmental tm~act Statement shall be requ~ired for
a Uranium Solution Extraction Perm~it within the Navajo
Nation. The Eavironmental impact Statezmunt shall
conaider the effects on the environment auch ass Air
quality, geology and soils. hydrology (ground water and
surface water). ecology. land usa, socioeconomic risk,
health physics, radi.alogical impacts. cost/bonefit
analysis, and transportation. The Environmental Zsrpact
Statement shall be prepared by an inter-agency from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Bureau of Indian
Aff airs. Tie bureau of Land Management shall be a part
of the inter-agency if it has applicable jurisdictional
matters. The R~esources Coxmitzee of teh Navajo Natcin
Council shall review and~ approve Environmental lapacr
Statements that deal with oil amd gave uranium, coal.
geothermal, or other energy or non-*vergy mineral
resources production and related activities on Navajo
lands.

g. The Navajo Nation minerals Department and the Navajo
Envirormental Protoction Agency xhall rely on federal
regulators to protect the health, welfare and safety of
the Navajo people en urmnna= solution extraction
activities within the Navajo tnation as follows: kgndl
held in t-.ast by the Unitad States for the Navajo Tribe.
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h. The Resources Committse of the XaVaJo Nation Council and
the Navajo Nation Mlinerals Departiment may request review
and assistance from the United States Nu.clear Regulatory
Commission on uatters of uranium solution exctraction
activities.

i. The Resources Committee of the Navajo Nation Council
shall consider and recommend to the Navajo Nation Council
mineral agree~menlts (such &as Mineral leases, operating
agreements and any other agreements authorized by the
Indian mineral Development Act of 1982), upon the
reco1Tmendation of the Navajo Nation Mineral~s Deparmzent,
when all saifety and health hazar-ds related to such
activity are addressed and resolved.

j. The Resourecs Coummittee of the Navajo Nation Council
shall, pursuant to 2 N.N.C. f 69$ (A)p Masintain the
necessary and proper authorities to carry out the policy
on uranium solution extracti~on activities and to
promulgate rules and regulations thereto.

2. The ftvajo Nation Pcilicy an Uranium Solution, Extraction
activities shall hereafter supersede the Executive Order of 1992
which placed a. moratorium on uranium mining on the Navajo Nation.

CERTITICAIQX

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was duly
Considered by the Resources Cocrmdttes of the Navajo Nation Council
at a duly called meeting at Window Rockv Ravalo Nation (Aritonay,
at which a quorum was present and that same was passed by a vote, of
.k it favor, opposed and abstained, this 19th Gay of January,
2000.

Vice Chairperfo
Resour~ces Covunittes

Motion: Elmer L. Milford
Second: J7ones Begay
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